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BD in talks with EU, US to offset export loss

The government has started discussions with major countries importing Bangladeshi goods on how to offset the

loss incurred from the coronavirus spread. "We are in discussion with the EU, the US and G7 countries. We have

informed them about our situation and are trying to offset the loss," Foreign Minister Dr AK Abdul Momen said in

a video briefing on Tuesday. He said that according to the BGMEA (Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and

Exporters Association), the export loss due to coronavirus would be around two billion dollars. "We have assigned

our concerned department to assess the loss in exports and in remittances," the minister added. The minister,

however, mentioned that local enterprises are producing coronavirus - preventive gear and already countries like

the USA have requested Bangladesh to supply the safety gear. He also that the coronavirus preventive equipment

from China will arrive in the country on Thursday by a special flight. "This is a gift from China for us on our

Independence Day," the minister added.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/bd-in-talks-with-eu-us-to-offset-export-loss-

1585066034

Borrowers of NBFIs will enjoy same moratorium facilities to repay loan

The Bangladesh Bank has also given a six-month moratorium on loan repayments for the borrowers of non-bank

financial institutions (NBFI), in a bid to protect the economy from the shock of the coronavirus fallout. The central

bank on Tuesday issued a circular asking all NBFIs not to classify any lease or loan till June 30, even if a borrower

fails to repay money. "Considering the fallout on the economy borrowers will not be able to repay loans on time

because of negative impacts of coronavirus. That is why the central bank took the decision," said a central bank

circular.  A moratorium period is a time during which a borrower doesn't need to make any repayment.  During

this time if any borrower failed to pay the loan he or she will not be a defaulter.  On March 19 the Bangladesh

Bank issued another circular for banks' borrowers giving the same facilities.  On Tuesday the Bangladesh Bank has

issued another circular to gear up life savings drug import. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/borrowers-nbfis-will-enjoy-same-moratorium-facilities-repay-loan-60619
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Bankers oppose central bank decision to shut down fund transfer systems

Bankers have opposed the Bangladesh Bank decision to shut down the Bangladesh Electronic Fund Transfer

Network (BEFTN) and the Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system during the vacation, claiming this will hamper 

transactions. Md Mezbaul Haque, general manager of the Payment Systems Department of the Bangladesh Bank

told The Business Standard that there is no need to keep BEFTN on as banks will provide cash related transactions

now. He also said RTGS will remain closed during the holidays. The RTGS is a technology to clear high value

cheques at once, Haque explained. As the central bank has instructed banks to make only cash related transactions

for the time being, the RTGS will also not be needed at this time. RTGS is used to settle high value – more than or

equal to Tk1 lakh – local currency transactions as well as domestic transactions made with foreign currency. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/bankers-oppose-central-bank-decision-shut-down-fund-transfer-

systems-60523

MFS providers yet to make Tk 1,000 cash-out charge free

Mobile financial service providers are yet to execute a Bangladesh Bank instruction that asked the MFS providers

to make withdrawals worth Tk 1,000 charge free. The MFS providers were delaying to execute the BB instruction

due to the emergence of technical complexities and confusion over execution. To give people some respite amid

the acceleration in the spread of the coronavirus outbreak in the country, the central bank on March 19 issued a

circular asking the MFS providers to make up to Tk 1,000 cash-out from any MFS account charge free. Agents of

two major MFS providers, BKash and Rocket,  said that they were yet to get any such charge exemption notice.

Customers said that the MFS providers were charging Tk 18.5 against withdrawals (cash-out) of Tk 1,000 even if

the withdrawal was made once in a day.
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দিনে ১২ হাজার ক াটি িা া ধার দিনে ক ন্দ্রীয় ব্াাং 

কর োনো আতরে দেরে  ব্োাংকগুর ো দেরক নগে টোকো তুর  দনয়ো  প্রবণতো বহুগুণ দবরেরে। করয়ক দেন দেরক ধো ো

বোদহকভোরব  বোেরত েোকো এ প্রবণতো গতকো  আর ো তীব্র হয়। গ্রোহরক  চোদহেো অনযুোয়ী টোকো স ব োহ ক রত অরনক

 ব্োাংকই দহমদেম খোরে। অরনক দেন দেরকই তো  ্ সাংকট চ রে দেরে  আন্তঃব্োাংক মদু্রোবোজোর ও  (ক মোদন)। ন

গে টোকো  জন্ ব্োাংকগুর ো  একমোত্র ভ সো এখন দকন্দ্রীয় ব্োাংক। এ অবস্থোয় পদ দস্থদত স্বোভোদবক   োখরত ব্োাংকগু

দ োরক দেরন ১২ হোজো  দকোটট টোকো  দবদে অে থ ধো  দেরত হরে দকন্দ্রীয় ব্োাংকরক।সপ্তোরহ  প্রেম কোয থদেবস দ োববো 

 ব্োাংকগুর োয় নগে অরে থ  চোদহেো দে  ১৪ হোজো  দকোটট টোকো ও দবদে। দকন্তু দসদেন ক মোদন বোজোর  দবদনরয়োগ  হ

দয়রে মোত্র ১ হোজো  ৪৬৭ দকোটট টোকো। ফর  চোদহেো দমটোরত দকন্দ্রীয় ব্োাংক দেরক ১২ হোজো  ৬৯৫ দকোটট টোকো ধো  

ক রত হরয়রে ব্োাংকগুর োরক।  এ  মরধ্ সোতদেন দময়োদে দ রপোরত ৪ হোজো  ১৪৭ দকোটট টোকো, একদেন দময়োদে দ 

দপোরত ৪ হোজো  ২৭৪ দকোটট ও অ্োদসউ ড দ কুইদডটট সোরপোটথ  (এএ এস) দহরসরব ৪ হোজো  ২০৩ দকোটট টোকো দেরত 

হরয়রে দকন্দ্রীয় ব্োাংকরক। 

https://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/224873/%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-

%E0%A7%A7%E0%A7%A8-%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BF-%E0%A6%9F%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE-
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/dse-finds-anomalies-egenerations-ipo-documents-60370

Corona crisis: Listed companies exempted from mandatory meetings

The listed companies have been temporarily exempted from mandatory board meetings and general meetings

amid an emergency situation caused by the coronavirus, said Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission

(BSEC). They can accomplish the mandatory meetings by using digital platforms, which is allowed in most

countries, the securities regulator added. In the 729th commission meeting on Tuesday, the BSEC decided that

companies will be allowed to defer the mandatory submission of financial statements, arrangement of board

meetings and shareholders' general meetings – AGM and EGM – to help them maintain social distancing amid the

coronavirus pandemic. Companies preferring online meetings must maintain digital and hard copy records of the

events and those must be submitted to the regulator as part of compliance. 

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/corona-crisis-listed-companies-exempted-mandatory-meetings-60568

Country's two bourses will remain closed from March 26 to April 04 in line with the government's decision. The

government on Monday announced general holiday for all public and private offices from March 26 to April 04 as

part of its efforts to contain the spread of novel coronavirus. Accordingly, the trading and official activities on the

Dhaka Stock Exchange will remain suspended during this period, said a DSE official. A statement issued by DSE said

the trading and official activities will remain closed from March 29 to April 02. But March 26 is a public holiday on

the occasion of Independence Day. And March 27, 28 and April 03, 04 are weekends. The port city's bourse, the

Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE), will also remain closed between March 26 and April 04.

DSE finds anomalies in eGeneration's IPO documents

eGeneration Ltd has submitted the Initial Public Offering (IPO) application but the Dhaka Stock Exchange says it is

not satisfied with the documents and information provided by the company. The firm submitted the IPO

application after a lot of private placements. It distributed 53.26 percent of its existing shares this way.  It claims to

be one of Bangladesh's leading management consulting, technology services and outsourcing companies. But in

reply to the DSE query, it said neither did it have any outsourcing work order, nor did it make any revenue from it.

Apart from expressing dissatisfaction with the documents, the DSE board said the company is a high-risk one for

investors and the capital market given its overall condition. The company's prospectus says it raised its paid-up

capital five times within just one year. In 2017, the company's paid-up capital was Tk10 crore which was raised by

Tk50 crore in 2018. 
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Bourses to remain closed for 10 days

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bourses-to-remain-closed-for-10-days-1585070692
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পুুঁজজবোজোর  তোদ কোভুক্ত দকোম্পোদন অ্োডরভন্ট ফোম থোদসটটক্ো স  দ দমরটড নতুন আ ও ৫টট পরণ্  অনরুমোেন

দপরয়রে। দকোম্পোদনটট  স্বোস্থ অদধেপ্ত  দেরক নতুন পণ্ বোজো জোত  ক ো  অনরুমোেন দপরয়রে। advent pharma

দডএসই সরূত্র এ তে্ জোনো দগরে। সতূ্র জোনোয়, নতুন পণ্গুর ো  মরধ্  রয়রে ৪টট দ কুইড আইরটম এবাং ১টট

পোউডো  আইরটম। এ  আরগ অ্োডরভন্ট ফোম থো স্বোস্থ অদধেপ্ত  দেরক ১১টট পরণ্  অনরুমোেন পোয়। পরণ্গুর ো 

মরধ্  রয়রে ৬টট ইনরজকরটব  দেরপটটক ক্লোস, ৪টট দ কুইড আইরটম এবাং একটট ব স আইরটম। প্রসঙ্গত,

অ্োডরভন্ট ফোম থো  দিতীয় প্রোদন্তরক (অরটোব -দডরসম্ব ’১৯) দেয়ো  প্রদত আয় হরয়রে ৫২ পয়সো। আরগ  বে 

একই সমরয় আয় দে  ৫৭ পয়সো। েয় মোরস (জ ুোই-দডরসম্ব ,১৯) দকোম্পোদন  দেয়ো  প্রদত আয় (ইদপএস) হরয়রে ১

টোকো ১৫ পয়সো। আরগ  বে  একই সময় দে  ১ টোকো ৭ পয়সো। ৩১ দডরসম্ব  ২০১৯ দেরে দকোম্পোদন  দেয়ো  প্রদত

প্রকৃত সম্পে ম ূ্ েো ুঁদেরয়রে ১৩ টোকো ২৪ পয়সো । উরেখ্, দকোম্পোদনটট  ২০১৮ সোর  পুুঁজজবোজোর  তোদ কোভুক্ত

হয়।
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Square Pharma inks deal with Renata, Apex Pharma

Square Pharmaceuticals has signed agreements with two pharmaceuticals companies for manufacturing some

products on behalf of the company to meet the growing demand. "The board of Square Pharma has approved

agreements with Renata Oncology Ltd. and Apex Pharma Ltd. for contract manufacturing of some products on

behalf of the company to meet increased demand of existing products and also to introduce new products," said

an official disclosure on Tuesday. Recently, the Square Phrama also awarded with the good manufacturing

practices certificate by the Congo. The Square Pharma received the certificate, joining a growing list of medicine

exporters from Bangladesh looking to make inroads into the African continent. Each share of the Square Pharma,

which was listed on the Dhaka bourse in 1995, closed at Tk 172.50 on Tuesday, remaining unchanged over the

previous day. The company's consolidated earnings per share (EPS) in six months for July-December 2019 was Tk

8.16 as against Tk 7.46 for July-December 2018.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/square-pharma-inks-deal-with-renata-apex-pharma-

1585063026

আরও েতুে ৫ পনয্র অেুন ািে কপনয়নে অ্াডনেন্ট ফা মা

http://www.arthosuchak.com/archives/570809/%e0%a6%86%e0%a6%b0%e0%a6%93-%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%a4%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%a8-

%e0%a7%ab-%e0%a6%aa%e0%a6%a3%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%af%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%b0-

%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%ae%e0%a7%8b%e0%a6%a6%e0%a6%a8/
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BTRC postpones public hearing scheduled for Mar 30

The telecom regulator has suspended its March 30 public hearing on the quality of telecommunication services

because of the coronavirus outbreak, which has brought normal lives to a standstill. The Bangladesh

Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) took the   decision at a meeting yesterday, said Md Zakir

Hossain Khan, a senior assistant director of the regulator. The new date will be announced after the situation

returns to normalcy, he said. The commission had decided to host the event to learn directly from the users about

the quality of telecom services and their perception about the BTRC. Accordingly, it completed the registration

procedure of the interested customers online on March 17. A few hundred applications were received by the

BTRC. Besides, senior executives from mobile operators and representatives of some other operators as well as

different stakeholders were scheduled to attend.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/btrc-postpones-public-hearing-scheduled-mar-30-1885516

Oil jumps 3.0pc towards $28 on Fed steps to support economy

Oil jumped 3.0 per cent on Tuesday towards $28 a barrel, supported by steps by the US Federal Reserve to bolster

the economy and hopes the United States will soon reach a deal on a $2.0 trillion coronavirus aid package. The Fed 

on Monday rolled out an array of programs including backing for the first time corporate bond purchases. U.S.

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin voiced confidence that a deal on the aid package would be reached soon.

"This is giving significant buoyancy to oil prices, at least in the short term," said Commerzbank analyst Eugen

Weinberg. "It is highly questionable whether the good mood will continue on the oil market, however." Brent

crude LCOc1 was up 93 cents a barrel, or 3.4 per cent, at $27.96 by 1323 GMT. The global benchmark fell to

$24.52 on Wednesday, its lowest since 2003. US West Texas Intermediate CLc1 gained 97 cents, or 4.2 per cent, to

$24.33.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/oil-jumps-30pc-towards-28-on-fed-steps-to-support-

economy-1585066150

India eases rules to support taxpayers, businesses

India yesterday came out with a slew of economic measures to provide relief for taxpayers and businesses to aid

the fight against the fast-spreading coronavirus pandemic. Moreover, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said

the government was working on an economic stimulus package and an announcement in this regard would be

made soon. The development comes as India announced a nationwide lockdown to tackle the spread of COVID-19

that has been sickened 519 people and killed 10 at the time of writing. Sitharaman told the media that debit

cardholders would be able to withdraw money from ATMs of any bank free of charge for the next three months.

Another relief measure was the extension to June 30 this year the last date for filing income tax returns for fiscal

2018-19. In addition, the interest rate applicable for the filing of delayed income tax returns has also been reduced

to 9 per cent from 12 per cent.
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Disclaimer

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

23-Mar-20 5.5 4.25 5.16 1,407

22-Mar-20 5.5 4.25 5.15 1,468

19-Mar-20 5.5 4.25 5.15 1,436

18-Mar-20 5.5 4.80 5.21 1,214

16-Mar-20 5.5 5.00 5.16 1,662

15-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.19 1,157

12-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,593

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate


